
Back at the mining centre, we divided into groups
for guided tours, firstly along one of the old adits
into the mine. This has been modified with very
realistic fibreglass in places, to create a circular tour
that demonstrates the mining techniques. As the
rain began to fall more heavily, we were joined by
Trevor’s wife Shelagh, who helped to show us
around the outdoor exhibits. The large overshot
water wheel, which is the symbol of the museum and
was used to drive the machinery, has been
renovated. The dressing floor has been restored so
that visitors can see how the ore was concentrated by
the women and children ready for dispatch to the
smelters. Some members tried "hotching" - a
process for separating out the heavier lead ore – and
found it harder work than it looked. Finally we went
inside to see examples of minerals and other
museum acquisitions, followed by very welcome
cups of tea. Trevor recommended a book recently
published by the Friends of Killhope under the title
Out of the Pennines; it contains 15 short papers by
local enthusiasts about various aspects of the history
of mining in the area (and has been very helpful in
preparing this report).

Many thanks to Trevor and Shelagh for bringing
the Northern Pennines orefield to life.

Judy Small

The waterfalls of Cauldron Snout, where the River Tees
cascades over the Whin Sill.
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Ballidon Limestone Quarry

Leaders: Darren Middleton and Philip Loxley
Wednesday, 2nd June 1999

Sixteen Society members braved torrential rain and
thunderstorms to visit Ballidon Quarry on the
southern edge of the Peak District. The visit was led
by the quarry managers who kindly provided
excellent notes describing the quarrying operations.
Transport around the site was in minibuses provided
by the quarry operaters, Tilcon, part of the Anglo
American Group. 

Ballidon Quarry (at SK203556) lies just inside the
southern boundary of the Peak District National
Park, almost midway between Dove Dale and
Matlock, and is visible from the High Peak trail.
Quarrying started in the 1940s, rather later than
most other quarries started in the area. The quarried
product is mainly a limestone of very high purity,
with about 99% CaCO3. Around 60% of the output
is used as a white filler powder in a variety of
industries. Some of the coarser stone is used to make
white concrete blocks in a plant on site, and some is
used as roadstone chippings in a bitumen coating
plant, also on site. Impure material is used for fill,
including restoration work in the quarry.

The first excursion stop was a viewpoint
overlooking the main quarry in the Bee Low
Limestone, which was producing up to 6000 tonnes
of stone per week. Site restoration could be seen on
the northwest side of the quarry. Contoured
screening bunds blanket the old quarry sides with a
mix of loose fill and boulders to create an
appearance similar to the natural slopes and gorges
in the area. Subsequently some 20,000 trees of
species appropriate to the area are planted, together
with a seed mix to mimic the local flora. The key to
the visual success of the operation lay in the
placement and the size range of the stone blocks left
protruding from the face of fill.

A zone of stone below the viewpoint had not been
quarried and was described as a fault; its extension
could be seen as a darker area in the opposite wall of
the quarry. No bedding displacement could be seen
across the fault, but the limestone is heavily
brecciated, and the voids in it are filled with clays
that make it uneconomic to quarry for high purity
limestone. Discussion on the nature of the fault was
cut short by the increasing intensity of rainfall and
two very close lightning strikes.

The party retreated to the control room of the
primary crushing plant. Broken stone from the
blasted quarry faces is brought by dumper truck in
45 tonne loads to the primary crusher. It is then
screened to remove material less than 40 mm in
diameter, as this fraction contains almost all of the
clay, iron oxides and other  impurities. Product
quality is also aided by the face loaders selecting only
the larger and better material to fill the dumper
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trucks. Crushed material exceeding 40 mm is
stockpiled for further processing.

Amelioration of the storm enabled the party to
visit a face in the newer, northern part of the quarry,
on a bench just below the original ground surface
where the Monsal Dale Limestone was being
removed, where it overlies the Bee Low Limestone.
The Monsal Dale beds were deposited in a marine
lagoonal basin in water about 30 m deep. The rock
is darker in colour, with conspicuous fossils of
corals, crinoids and  productid brachiopods. It is
very hard and commonly breaks with a conchoidal
fracture, and is of lower commercial value than the
Bee Low Limestone due to its higher content of
impurities. Locally the limestone is heavily
shattered, and slickensides were seen on fault
planes. Exposed across the quarry face, two layers of
pyroclastic material, separated by a thin limestone,
were thought to be related to the Lower Matlock
Lava. The volcanic sediment is finely laminated,
suggesting its deposition in water; it is also very
reddened, which is taken to indicate subaerial
weathering after phases of uplift. It was thought that
these volcanic horizons in the Monsal Dale
Limestone had no other local exposures. The red
clastic material made the rock only of use for low
quality fill. Some of the limestone exposed on the
same bench has been dolomitised; this is also
unsuitable for the main quarry products.

The increasing downpour caused the party to
retreat to shelter again, in the control room of the
secondary crusher. In this plant, the clean limestone
is further crushed, screened into particles of sizes
down to 3 mm, and stored in hoppers ready for
despatch.

The Ballidon Quarry had revealed to members
some interesting contrasts between the Bee Low and
Monsal Dale Limestones, and some insights to the
geological problems of stone quarrying. In near
cloudburst conditions, the quarry company leaders
were briefly and informally thanked and the party
departed wet but enlightened. The Society is
grateful to the company, its managers and its staff,
who provided our members with an excellent visit.

Alan Filmer

Later in June, John Aram and Albert Horton led
an excursion to the Vale of Pickering and the nearby
coast.

In July, Dave Bridge and Graham Worton led a
trip to several sites in the West Midlands, that
included a canal boat trip.

In September, Ian Thomas guided members
round the National Stone Centre at Wirksworth.

There was an excellent weekend trip in October to
study the geology and minerals of the North
Pennines, including a visit to the Killhope mining
museum. Trevor Bridges was the leader, and he gave
the 34 members a fascinating weekend.

Indoor meetings

At the March meeting following the AGM we heard
Dr Tony Waltham describe the geology and culture
along the route from Nepal to Mt Kailas, the sacred
mountain of western Tibet, illustrated by wonderful
slides.

The April meeting heard Prof. Randy Parish
describe evidence for the uplift of the Tibetan
Plateau and the causes of the Indian monsoon, and
also the contribution of the uplift of North
America’s west coast mountains to the onset of the
northern hemisphere glaciation.

The autumn meetings started in October, with Dr
Duncan Friend talking about the enigmatic
creatures of the Cambrian Burgess Shales in
Canada, and describing how a palaeontologist
unravels their secrets.

In November, about 100 members heard Prof
Dianne Edwards describe “The Greening of Planet
Earth”. Many Society members have a wide interest
in the natural world, and this cross-discipline lecture
was well received.

Our December lecture was by Dr Alf Whittaker
who gave a suitably popular talk on the role of
alchemy and mysticism in Mozart's Magic Flute,
followed by the traditional cheese-and-wine. 

In January 2000, well over 100 members heard Dr
Rob Butler reveal the complex history of the drying
up of the Mediterranean during the Messinian (late
in the Tertiary).

In February, the departing President gave his
much-trailed address, that fully justified his well-
known personal affection for the Quaternary geology
of East Anglia.

Events

The Society was represented at Wollaton Hall for
two Rockwatch events and two museum events, with
the EMGS stand staffed by Les Hall, Ben Bentley
and Jack Brown. The display has also been to the
Shakespeare Street Adult Education Centre and to
the Stone Centre at Wirksworth.

Alan Filmer, Secretary

THE RECORD
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The Society has welcomed 21 new members, and
membership now numbers 387. 

Field meetings

In May, Alan Dawn gave a preview of the Cool
Peterborough exhibition that features the Deeping
Elephant, followed by an afternoon visit to a quarry
in the Oxford Clay.

In early June, there was a most interesting visit in
pouring rain to Ballidon Quarry, near Ashbourne,
led by the quarry management.
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